COMPANY
«UNIT-IS» is a team of professionals with over a decade of experience in the telecommunications and IT-development projects!
The team consists of qualified system and network engineers, developers,
programmers, designers, and experienced managers. We developed a
systematic approach to solving complex problems of our customers and are
not afraid of a responsible work.
At summer 2011 we launched our data-center with an initial capacity of
more than 3000 unit. This event was the next step in the development of
our team. Company itself was founded in 2011.
Data center «UNIT-IS» is a reliable partner with a full range of affordable
hosting services.

DATA CENTER
WE BUILD BUILD,
AND FINALLY BUILT IT!
We — the UNIT-IS company – the first commercial data center in Ukraine with an initial
capacity of more than 3000 units, organized
to provide multi-hosting services of renting
computing power of any level and performance.

With our own resources, we can offer more competitive prices than most resellers, as well as we are
responsible for the quality of service and high standards of execution of all engineering systems.
Our equipment is placed in our own technical platform
of the new professional data center, located in Odessa
and built according to modern standards in 2012.
Equipment is provided with redundant uninterrupted
power supply, climate control systems, 24-hour monitoring and security, which guarantees you a reliable
placement of your website or server.

Backup power supply with a
total capacity of more than
250 kW/h

The air conditioning is
organized on the principle of
hot and cold aisles

Main power supply system is
powered by two inputs

Server racks are placed in
an enclosed pressurized
zones

Controlled power
outlets from APC

Professional internal wiring
of electric networks

The core of the data
transfer on the Foundry
BigIron router

Automatic server security
control

Qualified support personel

Fire extinguishing system

Systems and parameters
monitoring
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POWER
ENGINEERING
Professional internal electric
wiring, two independent inputs,
backup power supply.

TEMPERATURE
CONTROL
The air conditioning is organized
on the principle of hot and cold
aisles. 24-hour monitoring of
climate indicators.

DATA TRANSFER
The core of data center's data
transfer is based on the Foundry
BigIron router. We provide gigabit
ports for client servers, data backup
system, our total channels capacity is
10 Gbit/s.

COLOCATION
Server racks are placed in an
enclosed pressurized zones. We
use only rack-type servers and
provide separate managed port
for every client's server.

CLIENT SUPPORT
Qualified experienced personnel, the
English and Russian-speaking customer support, round the clock monitoring of all systems, limited access of
third parties, high standards of
cleanliness.
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Virtual web hosting (shared hosting) — is the simplest,
most convenient and cheapest way to place web site
of your project or company on the Internet.

Simple «all in one» control panel
Single web interface for services management,
domains, funding and customer support via ISPmanager Lite hosting management panel.

Simple solution with professional features
Ability to simply install more than 100 different web
applications through the control panel.

Our web hosting service is organized on cluster
of 10 servers, based on a system from ISPmanager
Cluster, which allows us to provide the highest level
of speed and reliability of your website.

l!

CLUSTER
WEB HOSTING

WHAT CLUSTER
WEB HOSTING IS?

Advanced system of redistribution of the load differs
UNIT-IS cluster hosting from virtual hosting of other
providers. Work of your site is provided not by a
single server, as it is usually done in 90% of web hosts,
but by a cluster of servers, what allows us automatically redistribute the load. In addition, the failure of
any server in the cluster will not affect the stability
of entire system, because of all the «vital functions»
are duplicated.

Advantages of UNIT-IS cluster:
Two 8-core Intel Xeon processors in each server;

Independent structure and personal space
for web site

24 GB of ECC RAM in each server;

Lowest prices on the market!

The database server runs on array, which consists
of SSD-drives with performance speeds of more
than 400 MB/s and more than 50,000 IOPS per
second;

Web hosting plans start as low as 2$ per month.

User files are stored on a fail-safe RAID 10 array;

Web hosting will be perfect for both personal page,
and for a large site, blog or a small forum.

Each functional server is reserved.

Hosting works greate with:

PRICE PLANS

UH 1

UH 2

UH 3

UH 4

UH ULTRA

Disk space, Mb

1000

3000

5000

20 000

100 000

Sites

1

3

10

20

Data bases

1

3

10

20

2$/20$

4$/40$

6$/60$

15$/100$

∞
∞

Price per month/year

20$/200$
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DEDICATED
SERVERS

Rent of a personal dedicated server will give you full control over your
IT-resources and task. We will ensure its uninterrupted availability and
performance.

YOU GET FOR FREE

SIMPLE

RELIABLE

We save time and nerves! It take
less then one business day from
the moment of order to the full
setup of your server.

Whole infrastructure of the
UNIT-IS data center is organized
without any compromises, that
guarantees exceptional stability
of the servce.

Our technical support in the
Ukrainian, Russian and English
really helps. 24 hours.

PROFITABLE
We have the best prices for
hardware and offer a choice of
parts for your server in one of
the thee price plans.
Flexible configuration system is
an exact match of a server to
your task. All logical. + 25%
discount if you pat for a year!

Location of data center in
Ukraine means minimal delays
and route to your ukrainian
customers. We are connected to
5 separate backbone
providers-uplinks and major
traffic exchange point of Ukraine.
Power supply provided with two
inputs from the separate
substations and generator unit.
Without interruption.

Remote power management
30 min. of service
administrationfor
Licensed control panels
Direct Admin and
ISPmanager Lite
Unlimited trafficon port speed

1-day setup
Automatic OS installation for
CentOS, Debian, Gentoo,
FreeBSD, OpenBSD

DEDICATED SERVER
STARTING AT

33$/MONTH
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SERVERS AND RACKS
COLOCATION
Included in price:

100/1000 Mbit/s port
Bandwidth is not limited by any
way physically.

Climate control

If you are not ready to invest in the infrastructure of your own
corporate data center, but required computing power has
exceeded the scope of several industrial servers, UNIT-IS offers
you to rent a server rack inside the infrastructure of our data
center. This will give you all the privileges of renting a server
and will provide full freedom in management of your IT
resources, reliably and safely.

ADDITIONALLY YOU CAN ORDER

with constant temperature
monitoring.

Access to the switched rack PDU

Limited access to the rack

For an additional fee you can access switch rack PDU, providing advanced load monitoring combined with remote on/off
switching control.

Only UNIT-IS technical personal
has access.

24 hour remote video monitoring

When renting a rack:
Autonomous 42-unit rack
with upgrade ability up
to 10 Gbit/s.

Ability to install webcam to visually monitor the status of
your rack or several servers (starting from 5 units).

Protection from DDoS

Electricity counter

To protect servers from DDoS attacks and hacking we use
special equipment for diagnostics and early filtration of
malicious traffic from the web.

You pay only for what
you consume.

Our principles:
We host only legal content
No warez or pornography.

Number of units

Price

Bandwidth

Power supply

1—5 units

25$

20 Mbit/s

Included in price, no more, than 100W of
real power consumption per unit.

40 Mbit/s

Included in price, no more, than 100W of
real power consumption per unit.

60 Mbit/s

Included in price, no more, than 100W of
real power consumption per unit.

6—9 units
10—19 units
42-unit rack
2 and more racks

unit per month

20$
unit per month

15$
unit per month

625$
rack per month

100 Mbit/s

Power for prices of electricity company
+ 10% maintenance costs.

for such projects we heave special approach,

see For big projects
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FOR BIG
PROJECTS
You lead IT-business and your projects require high
performance, maximum reliability and unlimited
traffic? Welcome to «UNIT-IS»! When your project has
grown to occupy more than one dedicated server, then
the stability of the service starts to directly affected
the loyalty of your customers and, therefore, your
income. We are ready to meet that challenge. UNIT-IS
is a reliable hosting partner that will not fail.
We offer individual advantageous conditions of selection, installation and maintenance of the equipment of
any class, that will specify to the needs of your
business.

FOR WHOM IS THIS PROPOSITION
Resellers of hosting services with many clients.
Game servers with high number of online players,
that need good accessibility for the CIS.
Cloud, mobile, web 2.0 applications, storing user
data in the cluster.
Remote database servers, accounting, statistics,
accounting of a large enterprise.
Online stores with large amounts of visitors and
«heavy» content.
Scalable highload-projects: the media, forums,
thematic social networks.
Your option!

Individual approach!

Prices and service «first-hand»!

Dedicated server rack of 24, 42, 56 units with guaranteed power supply and connectivity on special
conditions.

Own data center allows us to ensure the best and
most cost-efficient prices.

Time is running out!

Forward!

Send us information about your project and we will
propose the best option in 24-hour time. Another day,
and you are able to «move» to us.

From the increasing rate of your business depends
our development too. We understand that and grow
with you!

Right power!

Connections decide!

We have allocated guaranteed power management
separately for each server rack.

Our good connectivity with the major exchange
points of Western and Eastern Europe is the key to a
quick access to your service.

TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF
AND GET INDIVIDUAL PROPOSITION!
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UNIQUE

COMPLEX APPROACH
Our company has developed a unique,
integrated approach to address the IT-business needs of each client. Describe to us your
final goal and we will find you the best and
affordable solution, we help make it a reality
as soon as possible.

START

Development of a solutions to your
problem
Describe to us your idea and we will
develop a plan of action for your
project to make it to life. Strictly
Confidential!

Design and Programming
All-in-one hosting
Putting your resource on our own platform
will make it easier to manage all services,
ordered from one supplier and will save
you significant amount of money, which
you could spen on internet marketing.

Team of highly skilled designers and programmers has helped
us to create dozens of web-2.0 projects using the latest web
development technologies HTML5, CSS3, JQuery, Django,
and others. Among our works are online shopping site, active
interfaces, business applications and entertainment sites.

Support and content filling

Promotion and Advertising
We work with leading site promotion and SEO
studios in the CIS, which can quickly and inexpensively promote your site and attract thousands of
visitors, who are interested in your product.
Contextual advertising, banners displays, promotion in social networks, Facebook, Vkontakte,
search engine optimization are efficient ways to
attract attention on the internet.

Fire your manager-rounder! We can not only
place and promote your site online, but also
ready to support it, fill with information,
update graphics, etc. Toay its a unique offer in
the hosting services market!

Tell us about your problem

Landline phones in Ukraine:

734-41-77
+38 (044) 393-48-00
+38 (048)

Free Skype calls:
unit-is.tech

unit-is.host

Mobile phones in Ukraine:
+38 (097)

736-77-22

736-77-22
+38 (095) 196-77-22
+38 (063)

Administrative issues:
office@unit-is.com
For big projects
and partnership propositions:
vip@unit-is.com
Technical support:
support@unit-is.com
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